
CAGNES-SUR-MER [L-H] - 17 December 
Race 1 - PRIX DU GENERAL DU CORAIL -  3800m CLM STPLE. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. PAINTBALL - 9L sixth here eleven days ago. If improving upon that then he is very much of interest. 

2. HAPPY JOY - Won three starts ago in this grade. Rates well and apprentice claim a help. Shortlisted. 

3. KALININGRAD - Won three starts ago in a claiming hurdle. Drops back in grade now and holds 

claims. 

4. HIGHEST LOVE - Disappointing on both runs this campaign and prefer to watch. 

5. HEROINE SMART - 4L second at Saint Brieuc two runs ago reads well. Disappointed since. May 

bounce back. 

6. HONESTA - Goes well for this jockey and should improve for recent reapperance when beaten only 

5L. Big claims. 

7. HISTORIETTE - String of consistently good efforts before disappointing last time. This is much easier 

though.  

8. ONIX D'AUMONT - Below best so far this campaign. Needs to bounce back to form. 

9. HARPE MAGIQUE - Modest runs this season and happy to oppose following those efforts. 

10. THE QUEEN - 23L fourth at Fontainebleau was best run yet. Steadily progressive and not entirely 

ruled out.  

Summary: HAPPY JOY (2) rates highly. Won well three starts ago then found better races too tough 
since. The one to beat. HISTORIETTE (7) struggled last time however was in better form prior. Big 
chance back to a realistic level. HEROINE SMART (5) is of interest on a close second two starts ago. 
Threat to all with a similar performance. PAINTBALL (1) shaped better last time and can improve again. 
Each way chance. 

Selections 

HAPPY JOY (2) - HISTORIETTE (7) - HEROINE SMART (5) - PAINTBALL (1)  



Race 2 - PRIX DE CAMBRIDGE -  3300m HDLE CL2. Purse EUR €35,000. 

1. ROSA KLEB - 12L second over track and trip on debut. That was a promising start and should 

improve. 

2. DON'T CRY BABY - Placed on both runs this season and now third up should be primed. Easy to 

fancy. 

3. DINER EN PAIX - 14L fourth on debut. Gets apprentice weight allowance and should improve. 

Interesting. 

4. MISS HIMALAYA - Placed on hurdle debut having previously shown ability and won on the flat. Each 

way player. 

5. FALINE DU MAINE - Looked limited on debut. Happy to just watch. 

6. IBELLE - 7L fourth at Paray-le-Monial on only start so far. Extra distance should suit. Consider. 

7. RUNHAYMIN - Fell on hurdle debut. Had seen market support that day so worth another chance. 

8. EZILDA - Yet to finish closer than 10L behind the winner so happy to just watch. 

9. HOBBIT HAS - Pulled up on only start so far. Prefer to watch. 

10. ISIS D'ARC - Mid-field on all three starts so far. Does have ability but an unlikely winner. 

Summary: DON'T CRY BABY (2) placed on past two runs and now looks ready to strike. Can improve 
again and will prove hard to beat. ROSA KLEB (1) encountered one when 12L second on recent debut. 
Still a very promising start and holds winning claims. MISS HIMALAYA (4) shaped well on hurdle debut. 
Consider each way with progress likely. IBELLE (6) just missed the placings on debut at Paray-le-
Monial. Could progress and is in the mix. 

Selections 

DON'T CRY BABY (2) - ROSA KLEB (1) - MISS HIMALAYA (4) - IBELLE (6)  



Race 3 - PRIX ANDRE ADELE -  3800m STPLE CL1. Purse EUR €45,000. 

1. ICEO MADRIK - Best form reads extremely strongly and sets the standard amongst this field for a 

top yard.  

2. SINGAPORE TRIP - Well beaten on recent starts and prefer to watch at present. 

3. PAINT PRINCE - Consistent gelding that was beaten just 1.5L here latest. Of interest. 

4. BORN TO HONOUR - 1.5L winner here last time. Improving and deserves try in a higher level. 

Include. 

5. IMPERIUM - Placed twice and won in last three starts. Only beaten 3L at this journey latest. Solid 

each way choice. 

6. FOU DU ROI - Notably well supported for all starts so far but not even placed yet. May improve for a 

top trainer. 

7. YOUNES - Pulled up last time but this is easier and had won impressively on start before. Keep safe. 

8. IDYLLE FLEURIE - Resumed in great form when winning on reappearance and placing next time. 

Easy to fancy.  

Summary: ICEO MADRIK (1) finds the ideal looking race. Rates highly and expected to prove hard to 
beat. YOUNES (7) struggled in a stronger contest last time but before that was progressing. Remains 
unexposed and is worth keeping safe in this grade. BORN TO HONOUR (4) has been improving this 
campaign. Found success by 1.5L here latest and this revisit suits. Big chance. IMPERIUM (5) is in the 
form of his life at present. Solid each way pick. 

Selections 

ICEO MADRIK (1) - YOUNES (7) - BORN TO HONOUR (4) - IMPERIUM (5)  



Race 4 - PRIX DE LA VESUBIE -  3300m HDLE CL2. Purse EUR €35,000. 

1. NORVILLE - 0.8L second on hurdle debut. Had previously been smart on the flat. Big chance. 

2. JURASZEK - Outran market expectations when 14L third at Fontainebleau. Should progress. 

3. NANTE - 4L third at this track and trip on reappearance. That form reads well and rates highly. 

4. KING OF DARK - 5L fourth at this track on debut was promising. Should improve and has each way 

claims. 

5. GOLFING DU MOULIN - Won on hurdles debut but form only moderate and this requires more. 

6. NORTHERN DEVIL - Placed on debut but disappointing on next two starts. Needs to bounce back. 

7. SWEEPER CHOP - Unfancied and pulled up on hurdle debut. Happy to watch. 

8. PATRICK - Uninspiring form figures and happy to oppose. 

9. LASSITER - First time starter by Galiway. Market can guide. 

10. PRINCE JELOIS - Looked limited in two starts so far. Happy to watch. 

Summary: NORVILLE (1) was a close second on hurdles debut and should improve. Leading 
contender. NANTE (3) placed at this journey last time. Showing good form. Easy to fancy once more. 
JURASZEK (2) shaped well when finding the placings on debut. Gets handy apprentice claim. Each 
way backers are advised to look closely. KING OF DARK (4) is an each way player following a promising 
debut. 

Selections 

NORVILLE (1) - NANTE (3) - JURASZEK (2) - KING OF DARK (4)  



Race 5 - PRIX DE L'AUTHION -  3500m CLM HDLE. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. PAOLO - Won twice and placed three times from last five starts. Impressive 5L winner at this track 

last time. Top chance. 

2. HEAVEN'S NIGHT - In easier contest now and may do better as a result. Not entirely ruled out. 

3. BUEN STAR - 5L second at this track first up. Should progress and has each way claims. 

4. SKY CONSTELLATION - Pulled up over fences last time and best watched. 

5. HULAPALU - Pulled up on reappearance. Needs to improve. 

6. ECLAIR DES BRIERES - Mid-field in similar contests the last twice. Needs more to trouble the 

principals. 

7. MONSTER CAROLI - Mid-field first up. Each way chance with progression anticipated. 

8. GUAIPARD - Modest effort on reappearance. Prefer to watch following that. 

9. BOULE DE FLIPPER - Better effort when 5.5L third here last time. Interesting if able to build upon 

that. 

10. LIFE'S A BREEZE - Consistent gelding. Gets handy apprentice weight allowance. Holds each way 

claims. 

11. SAALUSTE - 6L fourth at this track latest. Place likely best. 

12. ASTARA DE LUNE - Fell on reappearance. Has the ability to factor in this grade. 

13. CLEOPHIS - Resumed in disappointing form and prefer to watch. 

14. GLAMOURE - 15L fourth at Fontainebleau last time. Should give usual running but an unlikely 

winner. 

15. BLUESACHA ROSETGRI - Failed to find the finish on last three starts and happy to oppose at 

present. 

Summary: PAOLO (1) has been thriving and has found another winnable opportunity. Hard to oppose. 
BUEN STAR (3) was behind the aforementioned rival on recent reappearance. Will progress and should 
finish close up once more. LIFE'S A BREEZE (10) is consistent. Each way chance getting handy weight 
allowance. BOULE DE FLIPPER (9) showed more when placing last time. Each way chance. 

Selections 

PAOLO (1) - BUEN STAR (3) - LIFE'S A BREEZE (10) - BOULE DE FLIPPER (9)  



Race 6 - PRIX KATKO -  4200m HCP STPLE. Purse EUR €34,000. 

1. BRENUS D'ARTAIX - Game 3L success at this track last time. Worth holding safe. 

2. ALTUS - 1L second at Compiegne first up this campaign. Apprentice claim helps and is easy to fancy.  

3. ACHOUR - 3L second at this venue eleven days ago. Each way claims. 

4. BAL EXPRESS - Consistent performer on the whole. Rates a solid each way choice getting 

apprentice weight allowance. 

5. RHODAX - Impressive wide margin winner two starts ago but fell since. Worth giving another chance. 

6. AFFORTUNATO - Not at best this season and will need to take a big step forward. 

7. FURIE D'AINAY - Game 2L winner of a hurdle on reappearance but fell switched to fences last time. 

Needs to jump better. 

8. GREAT PARADE - Well supported last time but could manage only fifth beaten 14L. Needs to 

improve. 

9. ENIOCANTO - Thriving at present. Went clear for a 12L success at Auteuil last time. Likely to prove 

hard to beat. 

10. BALLY STONE - Close second at Angers on return but backwards step second up. Needs to bounce 

back. 

11. VOIX DU SOIR - Uninspiring recent form figures and happy to oppose.  

12. PYRAMID BURG - Over 900 days since last victory and would be surprising if he was to change 

that now. 

13. ROYAL NAVY WARSHIP - 2L second in a claimer here last week. This is tougher but has a good 

place record at this track. 

Summary: ENIOCANTO (9) looks for a third consecutive victory. Could not be in any better shape and 
sets the standard. Hard to beat. BRENUS D'ARTAIX (1) gamely held rivals for a 3L success. Form is 
strong and easy to fancy. ALTUS (2) created a good impression on reappearance. Should improve so 
looks a genuine threat. ACHOUR (3) ran a great race when placing last time. Each way player. 

Selections 

ENIOCANTO (9) - BRENUS D'ARTAIX (1) - ALTUS (2) - ACHOUR (3)  



Race 7 - PRIX JEAN DOUMEN -  3400m HDLE CL3. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. MISS BRALTAR - Game 2L winner at Saint Brieuc before an unfortunate fall. Should remain in good 

form. 

2. GRASSE D'OLIVERIE - 4L second at this track last time was a good effort. Interesting if able to build 

upon that. 

3. HAHNVILLE - Impressive 4L victory at Angers last time. Open to further progression. Key player. 

4. FAITH OF HOPE - 4L second at Agen last time. Continues to run well and should give another bold 

showing despite grade rise. 

5. WHITE SOCK - Placed on last three starts. All three have been for this apprentice. Each-way hope 

once more. 

6. GOOGLE PONTADOUR - Won five starts ago but performed inconsistently since. Each way hope. 

7. LITTLE QUEENIE - Wide margin winner two starts back and placed since. In great form. Interesting. 

8. HOPE KLASS - Uninspiring recent form figures and prefer to watch now. 

9. MUSE DE LUNE - Profile on the whole is that a limited filly. Happy to just watch. 

10. PIKINIK - Looked limited so far and happy to oppose. 

11. DIAMANT AMERICAN - Lost her way recently and needs to re-find form. 

12. ADELPHIE - Disappointed this campaign and prefer to watch until she shows more. 

13. HANA CERISE - Has first start for sixteen months. Market will prove best guide on return. 

14. TITANE DES CHAMPS - Mid-field finishes have proven best so far this campaign. Needs more. 

Summary: HAHNVILLE (3) is a nice prospect after only three starts. Impressive winner first up this 
campaign. Should do better yet. Top chance. FAITH OF HOPE (4) makes appeal and ran well to place 
last time. Big chance on that form. LITTLE QUEENIE (7) has won three times and placed in last six 
starts. Expect another bold showing. MISS BRALTAR (1) can be excused a fall last time. A threat if 
putting in a clear round. 

Selections 

HAHNVILLE (3) - FAITH OF HOPE (4) - LITTLE QUEENIE (7) - MISS BRALTAR (1) 

  

 


